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Protection is everything
Sometimes just wearing polarised sunglasses isn’t enough.
Your experience and your eyes can be damaged by dust, wind and
peripheral light. Luckily Wiley X has a patented system to protect you.
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our eyes are probably your most
important tool when you head out for a
day’s fishing. Whether it’s spotting fish or
areas that might hold fish, protecting your eyes
from UV rays or ensuring you can concentrate
on a float for long periods, keeping your eyes
healthy and free from fatigue is a key advantage
when fishing.
Wiley X is well known for offering eyewear
that can protect your eyes from fatigue and
damage, thanks to the many key innovations
it has brought to the market. One such is its
patented Facial Cavity™ Seal – a removable
gasket that blocks out wind, dust particles,
pollen and, perhaps most importantly,
peripheral light.

Fine dust and pollen, as well as wind, can
cause long-term eye irritation, such as Dry Eye
Syndrome. Peripheral light can also diminish
optical clarity. Wiley X patented removable soft
foam Facial Cavity™ Seal block out even the
finest irritants and peripheral light, protecting
the eyes and allowing polarised lenses to
perform at peak levels.
The system is available on the Climate
Control series of eyewear (including Tide, Arrow,

The patented Wiley
X Facial Cavity™ Seal.
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outdoor director
Ray Hill told TTW: “The
Facial Cavity™ Seal is a great example of the
technology that we implement into our eyewear
that make them perfect for anglers.
“Wearing regular sunglasses in windy
conditions will only protect your eyes up to
a point. When spending a full day in intense
sun along with these other elements your
eyes will fatigue and can even water. Believe
me, from experience, you will not only be
protected against these type of elements, but by
using our patented Facial Cavity™ Seal it will
also enhance the polarisation by 15 per cent
as it eliminates peripheral light. This added
performance advantage gives you what you
need to capture your next big catch.

